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holistic approach to inversion of frequency-domain airborne EM data
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ABSTRACT

We have developed a holistic method for simultaneously cali-
brating, processing, and inverting frequency-domain airborne
electromagnetic data. A spline-based, 3D, layered conductivity
model covering the complete survey area was recovered through
inversion of the entire raw airborne data set and available inde-
pendent conductivity and interface-depth data. The holistic in-
version formulation includes a mathematical model to account
for systematic calibration errors such as incorrect gain and zero-
level drift. By taking these elements into account in the inversion,
the need to preprocess the airborne data prior to inversion is elim-
inated. Conventional processing schemes involve the sequential
application of a number of calibration corrections, with data from
each frequency treated separately. This is followed by inversion
of each multifrequency sample in isolation from other samples.
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y simultaneously considering all of the available information in
holistic inversion, we are able to exploit interfrequency and

patial-coherency characteristics of the data. The formulation en-
ures that the conductivity and calibration models are optimal
ith respect to the airborne data and prior information. Introduc-

ion of interfrequency inconsistency and multistage error propa-
ation stemming from the sequential nature of conventional pro-
essing schemes is also avoided. We confirm that accurate con-
uctivity and calibration parameter values are recovered from
olistic inversion of synthetic data sets. We demonstrate that the
esults from holistic inversion of raw survey data are superior to
he output of conventional 1D inversion of final processed data.
n addition to the technical benefits, we expect that holistic inver-
ion will reduce costs by avoiding the expensive calibration-
rocessing-recalibration paradigm. Furthermore, savings may
lso be made because specific high-altitude zero-level observa-
ions, needed for conventional processing, may not be required.
INTRODUCTION

A variety of weaknesses have been noted in the standard calibra-
ion procedures applied to frequency-domain electromagnetic
FDEM� systems. Errors were noted by Fitterman �1998� in values
erived for amplitude- and phase-calibration parameters from on-
round measurements. Similarly, errors in the quantification of the
rift in the zero-level of each of the in-phase and quadrature data
treams, as determined from measurements made during periodic
xcursions to high altitude within each flight are discussed by
eszcz-Pan et al. �1998� and Huang and Fraser �1999�. Systematic

alibration error is the term we use to describe the effect of incorrect
alues for calibration parameters that influence entire subsets of the
ata �e.g., a constant phase shift for a specific frequency on a particu-
ar day of flying�.
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Conventional data processing includes subtraction of the high-
ltitude zero levels, filtering to remove short period noise �e.g., pow-
r line noise�, and leveling. Leveling is primarily guided by the aim
f generating coherent apparent conductivity maps that are free of
eatures that the processor interprets to be indicative of the presence
f residual error. Such artifacts are typically those features correlat-
d with a particular acquisition entity �e.g., a flight�. Because level-
ng is carried out independently for each frequency, it is impossible
o identify and correct any interfrequency inconsistencies that may
xist or to ensure that additional inconsistencies are not introduced.

Identification of the features that are considered to be artifacts is
n inherently subjective process. Having selected a feature, the pro-
essor must choose which of several possible parameter classes to
orrect �e.g., gain, phase, and bias�. Because of the complex nonlin-
ar relationship between the calibration parameters and the in-phase
nd quadrature data and thence the apparent conductivity, it is un-
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G302 Brodie and Sambridge
ikely that even an experienced processor can choose the correct
ombination of parameters and adjustments. Although a degree of
ptimization may be achieved through several time-consuming, se-
uentially applied correction iterations �Valleau, 2000�, the final re-
ult is far from the best that might result from a more objective and
ystematic approach. Furthermore, sequentially applied corrections
llow the propagation of errors from one processing step to the next.
uang and Fraser �1999� have noted that poor leveling decisions
ay generate false features and eliminate real features.
Coherent and artifact-free apparent conductivity maps are a rea-

onable, but insufficient, criterion for a good outcome. We suggest
hat a better criterion would be that the processed data from all fre-
uencies be consistent with a single 3D conductivity model, and
oreover, that the model be consistent with prior independent infor-
ation. It is not surprising, then, that inversion of processed data

enerally reveals inconsistencies between the data and prior infor-
ation and that it is impossible to reduce data misfits to expected

evels, even when adequate model complexity is allowed for
Deszcz-Pan et al., 1998; Brodie et al., 2004b�.

Airborne electromagnetic data exhibit a degree of consistency
hat depends on the subsurface conductivity distribution, the physics
f the acquisition system and the sampling pattern of the survey. Be-
ause conventional 1D inversion methods �e.g., Huang and Fraser,
003; Farquharson et al., 2004� treat each airborne sample indepen-
ently, they fail to capitalize on the spatial coherency in the data.

Here we present a new approach to address these issues. We call it
holistic approach because the overall notion is to simultaneously

alibrate, process and invert the data. We briefly discuss related work
nd provide an example of systematic calibration error resulting
rom conventional approaches, which is used later for comparison
ith the holistic inversion results. The holistic approach was first
utlined by Brodie and Sambridge �2004�; here it is formally de-
cribed and then demonstrated with synthetic and real survey data
xamples. We conclude that the holistic approach produces superior
esults compared to conventional techniques, reduces the subjectivi-
y of data processing decisions, and provides potential cost savings.

elated work

Deszcz-Pan et al. �1998� introduce the calibration model concept.
hey invert for gain, phase, and bias correction factors using auxilia-

y ground geophysical data and a subset of the adjacent airborne
ata. They then applied the correction factors and proceeded with
onventional 1D inversion. A similar regression method is used by
rodie et al. �2004a� to derive gain-correction factors. In the holistic
pproach, we adopt the calibration model idea but simultaneously
nvert for calibration and conductivity model parameters using the
ntire airborne data rather than just those samples adjacent to auxil-
ary ground geophysical data.

Huang and Fraser �1999� propose an automated leveling tech-
ique based on pseudotie-lines and nonlinear filters. Green �2003�
escribes an inversion-based bias correction method that minimizes
he data differences between adjacent lines. Ley-Cooper and Mac-
ae �2004� suggests an empirical recalibration method for gain cor-
ection based on the expected characteristics in a transformed data
omain.

To take advantage of spatial coherency in the data, Gyulai and Or-
os �1999� use a laterally continuous 2D conductivity model, pa-

ameterized by sine- and cosine-basis functions, for the inversion of
esistivity data. Auken et al. �2005� simultaneously inverted resistiv-
ty data along a profile to estimate a conductivity model parameter-
zed by discrete 1D models connected laterally along the profile via
oughness constraints. Profile-based airborne FDEM data are con-
idered by Sasaki �2004�, who uses a similarly parameterized con-
uctivity model and also inverted for flight-height parameters.

ystematic calibration error example

Systems that can be calibrated at high altitude using internal cali-
ration coils have been developed �Hodges, 2002�. Such systems are
n advance on ground-calibrated systems; however, they are still af-
ected by temporal changes and rely on the accuracy of the initial
alibration of the internal coils and their stability. The RESOLVE
ystem is one that can be calibrated at high altitude using internal
alibration coils.

We use RESOLVE data to demonstrate the effect of systematic
alibration error here and for the examples of the application of the
olistic inversion to synthetic and real data, later in the paper. The
ata were acquired during 2002 over the Riverland area in South
ustralia. In this survey, the system was configured with six coil sets
perating at the frequencies 385, 1518, 3323, 6135, 25,380, and
06,140 Hz. The transmitter-receiver separation was 7.86 m for the
ve horizontal, coplanar coil sets and 8.99 m for the single vertical-
oaxial �3323 Hz� coil set. The survey was flown with a nominal
ird height of 30 m along north-south flight lines spaced mainly at
50 m but at 300 m in part of the area. East-west tie lines were flown
t approximately 6 km spacing. The data were processed in the con-
entional manner by the survey contractor. The noise model of
reen and Lane �2003� was used to estimate noise in the airborne
ata.

The conventionally processed data were inverted using the 1D
ample-by-sample inversion algorithm described by Brodie et al.
2004b�. They found that the inversion could not find any plausible
ve-layer model that fit the data adequately and that the data were in-
onsistent with downhole conductivity logs. To fit these data to plau-
ible layered conductivity models, it was necessary to scale the data
y factors derived from a regression of the data against forward
odels of the downhole log data �Brodie et al., 2004a�.
Figure 1a shows the layer 2 thickness image resulting from the

ve-layer 1D sample-by-sample inversion of the conventionally cal-
brated and processed data before any scaling factors had been ap-
lied. Figure 1b shows the 106,140-Hz in-phase inversion residuals
ormalized by the estimated noise in the 106,140-Hz in-phase data
quantities of this type will be referred to as noise-normalized resid-
als�. It is clear that there are numerous artifacts coincident with the
orth-south flight lines in the thickness image. The noise-normal-
zed residuals are large and are spatially correlated with individual
ights and lines. Together, these characteristics suggest some form
f residual or introduced systematic error.

The inset in Figure 1b shows pseudolayer half-space apparent
epths derived from the data in conjunction with the apparent con-
uctivities �Fraser, 1978�. Because the patterns observed in the ap-
arent depth data are similar to those in the noise-normalized residu-
ls, we are confident that these features are not just caused by a short-
oming of our conventional 1D inversion. It is expected that both the
pparent depth and apparent conductivity data should exhibit a simi-
ar degree of coherency. In this case, we suspect that systematic error
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Aholistic approach toAEM inversion G303
as present in the processed in-phase and quadrature data and that a
mooth apparent conductivity was produced by attributing all errors
o the apparent depth data.

igure 1. Results from an inversion of conventionally calibrated and
rocessed data; �a� layer two thickness, and �b� noise-normalized
06,140-Hz in-phase residuals, with apparent depths shown inset.
METHOD

onductivity model

For the geophysical application of immediate interest to us, salini-
y mapping in sedimentary environments, we consider the subsur-
ace to be comprised of N discrete layers stacked in layer-cake fash-
on. The natural logarithm of the layer conductivities and thickness-
s are parameterized with bicubic B-spline surfaces �Bartels et al.,
987�. The thickness and conductivity of each of the layers varies
aterally and continuously. However, at any particular horizontal lo-
ation, the conductivity of any given layer is constant from the top to
he bottom of the layer. The bottom layer is assumed to be infinitely
hick. Each spline surface is defined by a mosaic of surface patches
hat form a mesh as shown in Figure 2. A control vertex, or spline
ode, lies at each mesh intersection and is assigned a corresponding
pline node coefficient. The node locations are chosen at the begin-
ing of the procedure and remain fixed throughout.

The B-spline parameterization allows us to choose a node spacing
o that the subsurface conductivity can be represented adequately
ith as few model parameters as possible. The node spacing is de-
endent on the minimum of the expected scale length of lateral con-
uctivity variations, and the airborne system’s footprint �Liu and
ecker, 1990�. B-splines are smooth, locally supported, continuous
asis functions, which we feel are particularly suitable given the lo-
al-averaging effect of the footprint. Other classes of basis function
re also possible, e.g., constant blocks, linear or bilinear, all of which
ould be used equally well in a holistic inversion.

An N-layered conductivity model can be completely defined by
N − 1 �N conductivity and N − 1 thickness� spline meshes. The
alue of the spline surface at any point x,y that lies on the ith row and

jth column of patches of the kth mesh is denoted Bijk�x,y�. It is evalu-
ted through the weighted sum of the 16 adjacent node coefficients
y

Bijk�x,y� = �
p=i−1

i+2

�
q=j−1

j+2

cpqkwpqk�x,y� , �1�

here cpqk and wpqk�x,y� denote the unknown coefficient and known
eight, respectively, for the node at the pth row and qth column of
odes on the kth mesh. The weights are a function only of the posi-
ion on the surface patch at which the surface is being evaluated and
herefore also remain fixed throughout the inversion.

Thus, the primary objective is to estimate all of the unknown node
oefficients cijk, which collectively define the 3D conductivity mod-

igure 2. A schematic representation of a bicubic B-spline model
nd a local 1D conductivity profile.
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G304 Brodie and Sambridge
l. There is no requirement that the spline node spacing should be
qual on all meshes or that all nodes lie on a regular rectangular
esh.

alibration model

The calibration model describes systematic calibration error in
he measurement system. Calibration model parameters could be re-
ated to many conceivable sources of error. However, we consider
nly nonrandom sources, whose effect on the measured data can be
xpressed analytically. Our calibration model is based on that of
eszcz-Pan et al. �1998�, which included amplitude scaling �gain�;
hase shift between the transmitter and receiver time reference
rames �phase�, and zero-level �bias� errors. We add transmitter-
eceiver bird altitude �height� error as another possible source of sys-
ematic calibration error.

Calibration errors could conceivably vary on the basis of survey,
ay, flight line, or sample acquisition entities. They may also vary on
frequency or channel basis �i.e., in-phase or quadrature data for a

pecific frequency�. Errors may be considered constant over one
uch entity, or over a group of entities; alternatively, they could be
onsidered to vary in a predictable manner �e.g., piecewise linearly
r polynomially� over one entity. The specific choice of how to pa-
ameterize calibration errors is necessarily governed by the survey
rocedure and the characteristics of the specific system under con-
ideration. It is also guided by a trade-off between adequate repre-
entation of the systematic calibration error, inversion stability, and
ize. The number of possible ways to parameterize the calibration
odel is large, but the best results will be achieved when the parame-

erization accurately describes the characteristics of the actual cali-
ration error.

To illustrate some possibilities in the examples discussed later, we
ave parameterized the gain calibration errors to be different for
ach frequency but constant for an entire survey. We have parameter-
zed phase to be different for each frequency, as well as different for
ach day of flying, to reflect the possibility of different phase errors
esulting from different daily calibrations. The in-phase and quadra-
ure bias for each frequency is deemed to be a quantity that varies
iecewise linearly over the duration of each flight. We achieve this
y specifying a set of fiducials that remain fixed throughout the in-
ersion and solve for the bias value at the first fixed fiducial and the
radients between them thereafter. In this paper, height errors are re-
arded as level shifts over entire surveys. For most configurations,
hey will be the same for each frequency, at least when bird attitude is
ot accounted for, in which case only one height parameter is re-
uired per survey.

bserved data

The three types of observed data comprise what we call the air-
orne data �do

air�, geoelectric data �do
geo�, and interface-depth data

do
int�. For airborne data, we used raw in-phase and quadrature data

i.e., before zero-level, gain, phase, or additional bias corrections
ave been applied�. In many FDEM systems, each channel is zeroed
mmediately after the high-altitude zero-level observations are

ade. This practice introduces instantaneous level shifts in the re-
orded data that must be reversed before applying the style of bias
arameterization discussed earlier. We included tie-line and daily
epeat-line data without any special treatment �so long as they have
een acquired in the same manner�. Daily repeat-line data are in-
luded because they are likely to provide good constraints on cali-
ration parameters that vary with periods of a day or longer.

We shall call a specific depth range at a specific location a geoelec-
ric depth interval. Then, a geoelectrical datum is the natural loga-
ithm of the average conductivity over a particular geoelectric depth
nterval. Geoelectric data may be inferred from independent ground
r subsurface measurements, such as borehole conductivity logs,
round-based electromagnetic surveys, and laboratory sample anal-
sis.

Interface-depth data may include any information available re-
arding the depth at a specific location or to a specific interface in the
ayered conductivity model. These could, for example, include the
epths to the standing water level observed in boreholes, as used by
rodie et al. �2004b�, or the depth to basement information.

he forward problem and inversion derivatives

Our use of a layered and laterally continuous 3D conductivity
odel allows us to exploit the spatial coherency in the data. Howev-

r, because full 3D electromagnetic modeling is computationally ex-
ensive, we use the more efficient 1D assumption in the forward
roblem. Prediction of a datum from the model parameters is a two-
tage process. First, a local 1D conductivity profile and a set of local
alibration values are computed from the model parameters. Then,
he local 1D conductivity profile and local calibration values are
sed as input into the forward-model algorithm.

Alocal 1D conductivity profile, shown schematically by the band-
d column on Figure 2, is just the vertical conductivity-thickness
tructure at the datum location. It is denoted ��,t� and is completely
efined by the layer conductivities, � = ��1,�2, . . . , �N�, and thick-
esses, t = �t1,t2, . . . , tN−1�, which are attained from equation 1 for
ach spline mesh. The partial derivatives of the spline surface values
equation 1� with respect to the node coefficients are given by

�Bijk

�cpqr
= �wpqr; i − 1 � p � i + 2, j − 1 � q � j + 2,k = r .

0; otherwise
�
�2�

For an airborne datum, the set of local calibration values that per-
ain to the datum �i.e., a specific survey, day, flight line, fiducial, and
hannel� must be determined. Such a set comprises gain g, phase �,
n-phase and quadrature bias bip,bq, and height error �h values. The
et is constructed by identifying all calibration model parameters
hat influence the specific airborne datum, then computing the local
alue from the calibration model. In some cases, such as our parame-
erization of gain phase and height discussed earlier, a local calibra-
ion value is equivalent to one specific inversion parameter. In these
ases, the local calibration value is just selected from a lookup table
nd the partial derivative will be unity. However, in our piecewise
inear parameterization of bias, two or more inversion parameters in-
uence a local bias calibration value. Under this scheme, the bias b�
t fiducial f� that lies on the ith linear segment is

b� = b1 + ��
p=1

i−1

mp�fp+1 − fp�� + mi�f� − f i� . �3�

ere, b1 is the bias at the first fixed fiducial, f i is the ith fixed fiducial,
nd mi represents the bias gradient between the ith and �i + 1�th
xed fiducials. The partial derivative �b�/�b1 = 1 and, with respect

o the gradient, is
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Aholistic approach toAEM inversion G305
�b�

�mk
= � f i+1 − f i; k � i

f� − f i; k = i

0; k � i
	 . �4�

To predict the airborne in-phase �dp
ip� and quadrature �dp

q� data, we
nput the local 1D conductivity profile ��,t�, the local height cali-
ration value �h, and the altimeter measured transmitter-receiver
ird height h into a 1D layered-earth, forward-modeling routine. The
outine, denoted by the complex function

s��,t,h + �h� = sip + jsq, �5�

omputes the theoretical in-phase sip and quadrature sq responses
here j = 
−1. Our implementation of equation 5 is based upon the

ormulation of Wait �1982� for vertical and horizontal magnetic di-
ole sources above a horizontally layered medium. We assume the
ontribution from displacement currents is negligible and that we
re dealing with magnetically nonsusceptible layers. For computa-
ion of Wait’s coefficient R0, we take advantage of the propagation
atrix method �Farquharson et al., 2004� because it is computation-

lly efficient when the partial derivative of the airborne response
ith respect to several layer conductivities and thicknesses is re-
uired. The partial derivatives for the ith layer, �s/��i and �s/�ti, as
ell as �s/��h can all be derived analytically and are omitted for
revity.

Using the remaining local calibration values �g, �, bip, and bq�, the
heoretical system responses �sip and sq� are transformed to uncali-
rated system responses �i.e., the predicted airborne data� via the
alibration model equations

dp
ip = g��sip + bip�cos � − �sq + bq�sin �� �6�

nd

dp
q = g��sip + bip�sin � + �sq + bq�cos �� . �7�

he partial derivatives of dp
ip and dp

q with respect to g, �, bip, and bq are
traightforward to derive from differentiation of equations 6 and 7.

Apredicted geoelectric datum �dp
geo� is the natural logarithm of the

verage conductivity �� over the corresponding geoelectric depth in-
erval. If this geoelectric depth interval begins in the qth layer and
xtends down to the rth layer and has a total length L, it can be subdi-
ided into intervals of length lk corresponding to its overlap with the
th layer. �If the top of a geoelectric interval coincides with the bot-
om interface of the qth layer, then it is said to start in the qth layer.�

ith this definition, the required partial derivatives are

�dp
geo

��k
=

lk

�̄L
�8�

nd

�dp
geo

�tk
= ���q − �r�/�̄L; k � q

��k − �r�/�̄L; q � k � r

0; k � r
	 . �9�

A predicted interface-depth datum dp
int is the cumulative thickness

f all layers above the specified interface. The partial derivatives of
p
int, with respect to the thickness of layers, are unity for layers above
he interface and zero for those below. The partial derivatives of dp

int

ith respect to all layer conductivities are zero.
nversion scheme

The inversion minimizes an objective function of the form

� = �d + �r�r + �x�x + �y�y + �z�z + �b�b, �10�

here �d is a data misfit term; �r is a reference-model misfit term;
x, �y, and �z are east-west, north-south, and vertical model rough-

ess terms, respectively; and �b is a bias roughness term. The �s are
ultipliers that weight the relative importance of each of the terms.
he data misfit �d is defined in the usual error-weighted sense,

�d = �do − g�m��TCd
−1�do − g�m�� , �11�

here do = �do
air,do

geo,do
int� is the vector of observed data and m

�mcal,mear� is the vector of unknown model parameters to be esti-
ated. The vector function g�m� = dp = �dp

air,dp
geo,dp

int� is the nonlin-
ar forward model that maps the model parameters to predictions of
ata, and the data covariance matrix Cd expresses the estimated error
n the observations.

It is both convenient and intuitive to specify a reference model and
uantify model roughness in terms of real physical properties rather
han directly with abstract quantities like spline node coefficients. To
acilitate, this we introduce the linear operator matrix S that maps the
odel parameters m to a vector of real physical properties r such

hat Sm = r. The matrix S is sparse and known by definition of the
elationship between the model parameters and real physical proper-
ies. If we have available a reference vector r0 specified in real physi-
al properties, then an appropriate reference model misfit term is

�r = �r0 − Sm�TCr
−1�r0 − Sm� , �12�

here Cr is the reference vector covariance matrix that expresses the
stimated error in the reference vector.

The roughness in the east-west direction is defined as

�x = mTSTLx
TLxSm . �13�

nalogous expressions are used for both �y and �z. The matrices Lx,
y, and Lz are linear second finite-difference operator matrices that
perate on the logarithms of layer conductivities and thicknesses at
patially adjacent spline-mesh intersections in each direction �Con-
table et al., 1987�. We have observed from zero levels recorded at
igh altitude �after instantaneous level shifts are reversed� that they
ary smoothly with time over the duration of a flight. We take advan-
age of this by including an additional regularization term that quan-
ifies the roughness of the bias, defined as

�b = mTLb
TLbm . �14�

he matrix Lb is a first finite-difference operator that operates on
emporally adjacent bias gradients of a given channel. We expect
ain and phase calibration errors to be largely related to the on-
round location at which they were calibrated, mispositioning of
alibration instruments, and human error �Fitterman, 1998�. Be-
ause such errors are likely to be independent from day to day rather
han smoothly varying, we have no motivation for penalizing their
oughness in the parameterization scheme we have used. Our param-
terization of height calibration values yields only one parameter, so
egularization is not relevant in this case. If, for instance, we were to
olve for a height calibration value at each airborne sample, an
long-line roughness penalty term would then be appropriate.

To estimate the model parameters, we use a linearized, gradient-
ased iterative scheme. To begin, we make an initial estimate of the
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G306 Brodie and Sambridge
odel parameters m0 by solving the linear system Sm0 = r0, recall-
ng that r0 is a known reference vector.At the �n + 1�th iteration, the
urrent model estimate mn is perturbed by a small amount to arrive at
new estimate, mn+1. In the usual way, we make use of the two-term
aylor Series expansion, g�mn+1�g�mn� + Gn�mn+1 − mn�, where
n is the Jacobian matrix whose i, jth element is the partial deriva-

ive of the ith datum with respect to the jth model parameter evaluat-
d at mn in model space. Then, to arrive at the new estimate, we dif-
erentiate equation 10 with respect to mn+1, assign the result to zero,
nd rearrange the terms to find that

�Gn
TCd

−1Gn + �rS
TCr

−1S + �xS
TLx

TLxS + �yS
TLy

TLyS

+ �zS
TLz

TLzS + �bLb
TLb�mn+1

= Gn
TCd

−1�d − g�mn� + Gnmn� + �rS
TCr

−1r0. �15�

Equation 15 is in the familiar form of a system of linear equations,
mn+1 = b, which can be solved to yield the required vector mn+1 us-

ng one of several possible methods. Each datum is influenced by
nly the 16 adjacent spline nodes on each mesh, so the vast majority

igure 3. Holistic inversion of the synthetic data: �a� synthetic con-
uctivity, and �b� estimated conductivity; and synthetic versus esti-
ated; �c� phase; �d� in-phase bias; and �e� quadrature bias; and �f�

ynthetic versus predicted airborne data. The circles on �a� and �b�
epresent the location of the five synthetic boreholes.
f the entries in the matrices G and S are zero. The square, symmet-
ic matrix A is thus sparse. Presently, we solve the system via the
onjugate gradient method using the algorithm CG described by
arrett et al. �1994� and implemented via the package IML		 de-

cribed by Dongarra et al. �1994�. Importantly, the matrix A is never
ctually explicitly formed in computer memory. In dealing with its
omponent sparse matrices, we are able to take advantage of the effi-
ient sparse matrix algebra and storage package SparseLib		, de-
cribed by Dongarra et al. �1994�.

Once mn+1 is generated, we compute a new value for �d. If this
alue actually increases from the previous iteration, we successively
educe the length of the model perturbation by 25% and recompute

d until it decreases. Then, if the new �d is less than a specified tar-
et value or has decreased by less than a specified percentage since
he previous iteration, the inversion is terminated and mn+1 becomes
he final solution. Otherwise, the inversion proceeds to the next
teration.

RESULTS

ynthetic data example

A 10
10-km subset of the Riverland survey data set �discussed
arlier�, comprising 10 days of flying, 14 flights, 67 survey lines,
nd 1 tie line, were used to construct the synthetic data set. The area
ncluded five boreholes from which downhole conductivity logs
ere available.Asingle-layer conductivity model, which varied hor-

zontally but not vertically, was synthesized from cosine functions
Figure 3a�.At actual airborne sample locations, local 1D conductiv-
ty profiles were extracted and forward modeled using equation 5 to
enerate theoretical airborne responses for the RESOLVE system at
bird height equal to the altimeter-measured bird height plus a syn-

hetic survey-wide height calibration error of one meter. The theoret-
cal responses were then transformed via the calibration model equa-
ions 6 and 7 to produce synthetic, uncalibrated responses. The local
alibration values used in this transformation were selected accord-
ng to the parameters of the synthetic calibration model.

The gain, phase, and bias of the synthetic calibration model were
arameterized as specified in the Calibration Model subsection. The
ix gain parameters �1.04, 0.96, 0.90, 0.86, 0.77, and 0.81, one for
ach of the six frequencies� were chosen to be equivalent to �i.e., the
eciprocal of� the scaling factors derived for the Riverland data by
he regression analysis of Brodie et al. �2004a�.

The 60 phase parameters �daily phase adjustment over the ten
ays of flying for each of the six frequencies� were selected from a
aussian random distribution with mean 0.0° and standard devia-

ion 2.0°. The in-phase and quadrature bias values were taken to be
inear interpolations of the zero levels observed at high altitude dur-
ng the actual data acquisition. Gaussian random noise computed
rom the noise model derived for the RESOLVE system by Green
nd Lane �2003� was then added to the responses.

At each of the five borehole locations, local 1D conductivity pro-
les were extracted from the synthetic conductivity model to gener-
te synthetic downhole conductivity logs. The synthetic logs were
ontaminated with 5% Gaussian random noise. Synthetic interface-
epth data were not applicable in this single-layer example.

The synthetic data were inverted to estimate the 4620 spline node-
oefficients of the single 150
150 m node-spacing mesh that rep-
esented the conductivity parameters and the 787 calibration param-
ters. The calibration parameters were comprised of: 6 gain parame-
ers, 60 phase parameters, 168 beginning-of-the-flight bias parame-
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Aholistic approach toAEM inversion G307
ers, 552 bias drift rate parameters, and 1 height parameter. We used a
.35-S/m half-space reference model, chosen to be the average of all
he synthetic downhole conductivity logs. The reference value for
he gain parameters was unity and the reference values for phase,
ias, and height parameters were all zero.

The results of the inversion are summarized in Figure 3. Compari-
on of Figure 3a with Figure 3b shows that the conductivity has es-
entially been estimated perfectly. The scatter plots �Figure 3c–e�
how that the inversion has estimated the calibration parameter val-
es well, as the points are clustered about the diagonal, which repre-
ents perfect estimation. For brevity, we have not shown the height
nd gain scatter plots here, but all these points lie on the diagonal. If
aussian noise is not included in the synthetic data, all of the param-

ters are estimated exactly. This indicates that the scatter of points
bout the diagonal in Figure 3 is caused by the presence of noise. It
uggests that, at least in this case where the parameterization of the
onductivity and calibration models is consistent with the synthetic
odels and with a suitable choice of �s, there is no fundamental

rade-off between the five classes of parameters. However, for real
ata sets, we recognize that because of nonuniqueness and noise, one
ould conceive of scenarios where there would be fundamental
rade-offs between parameters. Figure 3f shows that the predicted
irborne data are consistent with the estimated model parameters.
he geoelectric data, not shown here, are also fitted exactly.

eal survey data example

The subset of the Riverland Survey that we have chosen for the
eal example covers one-quarter �406 km2� of the total survey area.
t is the largest portion that we are currently able to invert on a stand-
lone computer with two gigabytes of physical memory, and using
he data subsampling and conductivity model specifications de-
cribed below. The airborne data were subsampled to every seven-
eenth sample ��50 m� along flight lines. The subset area is tra-
ersed by 2590 line kilometers of survey data. These data range over
5 days of flying, 27 flights, and 171 flight lines, four of which are tie
ines and 19 of which are daily repeat lines. Brodie et al. �2004b� give
elevant background on the geological setting and report on the con-
entional sample-by-sample inversion of the data. Their five-layer
onceptual model is shown in Figure 4.

The purpose of the survey was to map the distribution and thick-
ess of the Blanchetown Clay. Therefore, a variable conductivity
nd thickness formulation, in which the clay layer was represented
y the second layer, was preferred over the potentially more stable
xed-thickness and vertically smooth style of formulation �e.g.,
arquharson et al., 2004�. Brodie et al. �2004b� generate a smoothly
arying water-table elevation surface using information from bore-
oles. This was converted to water-table depths and then included as
nterface-depth data to constrain the cumulative thickness of the top
hree layers in the inversion. Similarly, groundwater conductivity
ata from boreholes were used to create a groundwater conductivity
urface. This was converted to bulk conductivity below the water ta-
le via an empirical relationship and was then used as a spatially
arying reference-model value for the conductivity of layers 4 and 5.
ownhole conductivity logs and driller’s lithological logs were used

o derive the means and standard deviations required for construc-
ion of the reference vector covariance matrix. In the holistic inver-
ion, we have used the same conceptual model and prior informa-
ion.
The layer 1 thickness spline mesh was the only nonsquare mesh
nd had the finest resolution, at 150
75 m east-west
north-south,
llowing it to accommodate the relatively rough surface topography
nfluenced by east-west-orientated sand dunes. Other meshes had
50-m node spacing in both directions, except for the layer 4 con-
uctivity mesh, which had a node spacing of 300 m and the layer 4
hickness and layer 5 conductivity meshes, which had a node spac-
ng of 1000 m. The reference conductivities of the top three layers
ere fixed at 0.030, 0.240, and 0.065 S/m and were spatially vari-

ble for the lower two layers as explained above. The standard devia-
ions of the reference conductivities, in natural logarithm units, were
.125, 0.250, 0.125, 0.625, and 0.045. The reference thickness was
m for the top two layers. It was spatially variable for layer 3 and

ased on the depth to groundwater surface, explained earlier. Layer 4
hickness was fixed at 10 m. The standard deviation of the reference
hicknesses was 2.5 natural logarithm units.

There were 148,559 unknowns to be estimated in total. Of these,
46,459 were spline node coefficients and 2100 were calibration pa-
ameters. The calibration model included 6 gain and 90 �6
requencies
15 days� phase parameters. We used a piecewise lin-
ar bias parameterization with the fixed fiducials chosen such that
hey were spaced evenly in time between the first and last samples in
he flight and at intervals as close as possible to 20 minutes. This re-
uired 324 �6 frequencies
2 channels
27 flights� start-of-flight
ias parameters and 1680 bias gradient parameters. In creating the
eference calibration model, we assumed the data did not require cal-
bration and used a value of unity for the gain parameters and zero for
hase and bias calibration parameters.

We reversed the instantaneous level shifts that had been intro-
uced into the data during the high-altitude zero-level procedure as
hown in Figure 5. This was necessary to return the data to a state as
f the system were allowed to drift normally so the piecewise linear
ias parameterization could be used. Power-line and electric fence

igure 4. The conceptual model used in the inversion.

igure 5. High-altitude 385-Hz in-phase data before �black� and af-
er �gray� an instantaneous level shift reversal. The high values at
oth ends of the plot are caused by the bird being nearer to the ground
i.e., within ground effect�.
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G308 Brodie and Sambridge
lters �27 m median and hanning filters�, identical to those applied
n the conventional processing, were applied to the data. Aside from
his preprocessing, the airborne data used in the holistic inversion
ere as recorded onboard the helicopter. Neither zero-level subtrac-

ion, nor any other conventional processing corrections were preap-
lied.

There were 47,934 airborne samples and thus 575,208 airborne
ata in total. The noise model of Green and Lane �2003� was used to
stimate noise in the airborne data. The 17 downhole conductivity
ogs in the area were averaged over 2-m depth intervals that provided
30 geoelectric data points. They were assigned a noise level of 0.1
atural logarithm decades. We used the water table elevation surface
o generate interface-depth data for the interface between layers 3
nd 4. We chose the 113,961 interface-depth data to be located on a
0-m regular grid and assigned them a noise level of 0.2 m. The in-
erface-depth data effectively force the cumulative thickness of the
pper three layers to equal the water-table depth.

Reference model constraints were imposed. A diagonal reference
ector covariance matrix Cr was used. The elements corresponding

igure 6. Layer conductivity and thickness images resulting from th
ircles represent the location of downhole conductivity logs used in t

igure 7. �a� Comparison of scaling factors derived by Brodie et al.
2004a� and gains estimated from the holistic inversion. �b� Phase
arameters for each day of flying estimated from the holistic inver-
ion.
o conductivity model parameters were selected from standard devi-
tions of the layer conductivities and thicknesses noted earlier. For
he calibration parameters, we used standard deviations of 0.1 for
ain and 0.5 for phase; for bias, we used the standard deviation of the
igh-altitude zero-level estimates observed during the survey. Hori-
ontal roughness constraints were also imposed. Vertical roughness
onstraints were not enforced because of our objective of maintain-
ng sharp contrasts at layer interfaces. The roughness of the thick-
ess of the topmost layer was downweighted because the presence of
and dunes meant that the top layer was not expected to be smooth at
he scale of the spline-node spacing.

The estimated layer conductivities and thicknesses are shown in
igure 6. The images are free of elongate artifacts in the north-south
ight-line direction and are also consistent with the conceptual mod-
l. This is a very satisfying outcome for the inversion of virtually raw
irborne survey data. The layer 1 images reflect the dry and resistive
and sheets and east-west-orientated sand dunes that are observed in
he Riverland area. The north-west to southeast trends that are abun-
ant in the deeper layer images are consistent with the conceptual

geological model of the Blanchetown Clay hav-
ing infilled the Pliocene strandline-dominated pa-
leo-topography. The layer 2 thickness image
shows the variability in thickness of the Blanche-
town Clay �the objective of the survey� and how it
is influenced by the interpreted strandlines. It
shows how this layer is locally dissected, or ab-
sent, because of the reworking of this material
during the Quaternary. The strong narrow bands
in the layer 4 conductivity image were also de-
tected by Brodie et al. �2004b� and were interpret-
ed as possibly caused by systematic variation of
the porosity of the Loxton-Parilla Sands where
they are intersected by the water table.

We noted earlier that Brodie et al. �2004a� de-
rived scaling corrections to allow them to fit the
conventionally calibrated and processed River-
land data. In Figure 7a, the reciprocal of the gain
estimated from the holistic inversion is plotted
against the scaling factors derived by Brodie et al.
�2004a�. The use of the reciprocal is required for
proper comparison because their scaling factors
were designed to transform acquired data to theo-
retical data, while our gain parameters have the
reverse effect. Figure 7a shows that there is good

greement between the two sets of gain factors, which gives us some
onfidence in the credibility of the estimated gains. However, this is
ot an independent verification of these parameters because many of
he same downhole logs were used in both methods.

Figure 7b summarizes the phase parameters returned by the holis-
ic inversion. For the 385-Hz phase parameters, an average phase of
3.68° was estimated. This compares well with the +3.5° phase ro-

ation applied during conventional processing, given the reversed
ransformation direction discussed above. Phase rotation was ap-
lied to the 106,140-Hz data in the conventional processing ranging
rom +2.0° to −3.5°, depending on the flight number. Phase rota-
ions were not applied to other frequencies in the conventional pro-
essing.

Figure 8 shows the correlation between the predicted bias values
t the time of each set of high-altitude zero-level observations and
he observed zero-levels. With the exception of the 106,140-Hz in-

tic inversion.
rsion.
e holis
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hase data �discussed later�, there is a remarkably good correlation.
ote that the observed zero levels were not used to create the refer-

nce or starting models, so the good correlations cannot be described
s predestined. Where observed zero levels are available, they could
e used in the inversion as additional constraints. We have not used
hem here to demonstrate that, under the right conditions, it may be
easible to eliminate zero-level observations altogether. This would
educe acquisition costs considerably.

Figure 9a shows the estimated layer 2 thickness from the holistic
nversion. Comparing this with the conventional method �Figure 1a�
llustrates the superiority of the holistic inversion method. First, the
onventional results are tainted with north-south elongate anomalies
hat correspond to individual survey lines or flights. Second, the ho-
istic results are less noisy and thereby better preserve continuity of

any of the features, especially the northwest-southeast trends. The
oise-normalized residuals from the holistic inversion of the nearly
aw data �Figure 9b� are not systematically correlated with individu-
l survey lines or flights like those in Figure 1b. This suggests that
he holistic inversion is modeling the systematic calibration error ad-

igure 8. Zero levels observed at high altitude versus the bias esti-
ated from the holistic calibration model.
quately. Furthermore, the magnitudes of the residuals in the holistic
nversion are substantially smaller and more Gaussian distributed in
ppearance. The two notable coherent features, running at an angle
o the flight lines �indicated by arrows� on Figure 9b, coincide with
nomalies in the power-line and sferics monitor channels.

igure 9. Results from the holistic inversion: �a� layer two thickness
nd �b� noise-normalized 106,140-Hz in-phase residuals. Profiles A
nd B show the locations of the sections in Figure 10.
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G310 Brodie and Sambridge
We noted earlier the poor correlation between the observed and
redicted 106,140-Hz in-phase zero levels �Figure 8f�. Considering
he improved results obtained using the new method, we suspect that
he holistic inversion has provided a better estimate of bias than the
bserved high-altitude zero levels. However, we have no explana-
ion as to why the observed high-altitude zero levels would be
rong, if indeed they are wrong.
Figure 10 demonstrates that conductivity sections produced from

he holistic inversion are more geologically realistic than those re-
ulting from conventional sample-by-sample inversions. In Figure
0a and b, holistic inversion sections are presented for the profiles

igure 10. Conductivity sections through ProfilesAand B shown on F
1. Panels �a� and �b� show results from the holistic inversion, whi
rom a conventional inversion.

igure 11. Holistic inversion prediction of the elevation of the base
f the clay layer illuminated from the north. Profiles A and B show
he locations of the sections in Figure 10.
arked A and B on Figures 9a and 11. Figure 10c is a section result-
ng from the conventional inversion of data along profile B. None of
he three sections has been smoothed. The holistic inversion sections
re more geologically realistic because they do exhibit the many lat-
ral discontinuities apparent in the conventional inversion section.
onventional inversion results often require some degree of

moothing before being compiled into presentable sections because
f such discontinuities. The discontinuities are probably caused
artly by fundamental ambiguity, partly by bird-motion noise, as
hown in Fitterman and Yin �2004�, and short-period noise sources.
he lateral continuity imposed by the bicubic B-spline conductivity

model enables the holistic inversion to fit through
the short period noise, which is not possible with
a sample by sample inversion. This is an advan-
tage shared by the laterally constrained inver-
sions of Auken et al. �2005�, who also claim that
the lateral constraint improves the resolution of
potential equivalences. The relatively narrow
bands visible in the layer 4 conductivity of the
sections may not look geologically realistic at
first appearance. However, it is clear from Figure
6d and h that the banding is spatially coherent.

In Figure 11 we have imaged the elevation of
the interface representing the base of the clay
�layer 2�. Brodie et al. �2004b� interpreted this
surface to represent the strandline-influenced
Pliocene palaeo-topography. The spatial patterns
and their geological explanation are supportive of
the more subtle features shown in the holistic in-
version sections. We find it rather encouraging
that such geologically revealing results are able to
be produced from the holistic inversion of near-
raw survey data.

Figure 12a demonstrates the overall good fit
etween the observed geoelectric data �averages over each 2-m in-
erval of 17 downhole conductivity logs� and the predicted geoelec-
ric data computed from the holistic conductivity model. The largest
iscrepancies are for the datum in the lower end of the predicted con-
uctivity range, which corresponds to intervals in the tightly con-
trained layers 1 and 3. Figure 12b shows the very good fit between
he observed interface-depth data �groundwater depths� and the pre-
icted interface-depth data computed from the sum of the top three
ayers of the holistic conductivity model.

9a and Figure
hows results

igure 12. �a� The fit between the observed geoelectric data �from
ownhole conductivity logs� and predicted geoelectric data. �b� The
t between the observed �groundwater depths� and predicted �depth

o the bottom of the third layer� interface-depth data.
igure
le �c� s
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DISCUSSION

One of our criticisms of conventional processing methods based
n appraisal of apparent conductivity images was that processing
ecisions were subjective and required trial-and-error iterations.
he holistic approach has introduced greater objectivity and repro-
ucibility through use of a mathematical calibration model and a for-
al inversion procedure constrained by prior independent informa-

ion. However, some subjective elements remain. The choice of the
egularization parameters ��s� in the objective function �equation
0� is manual and fixed for the entirety of the inversion. The �s are
hosen to allow convergence to an acceptable data misfit while
ielding feasible calibration and conductivity models. As with most
ther inversion algorithms, choosing the �s is the least repeatable
nd least robust part of the method and requires some experimenta-
ion by running the software several times. This situation potentially
ould be improved by using one of the automated methods described
y Farquharson and Oldenburg �2004�.

The survey data example presented involved the use of a relative-
y advanced conceptual conductivity model, downhole conductivity
ata and interface-depth data. The holistic approach can be applied
n a situation where little is known about the survey area. This is the
ubject of current work.

We believe that a holistic approach could be successfully em-
loyed in other geophysical methods in which the knowledge of the
easurement system is incomplete and multiple data streams are

oupled via the common underlying geology. Time-domain electro-
agnetics and gamma-ray spectrometry are obvious candidates.

CONCLUSIONS

We demonstrate a method that draws together all of the available
nformation about a problem and considers them simultaneously to
roduce an optimal result. Consideration of all the frequencies si-
ultaneously has allowed the resolution of interfrequency inconsis-

encies. Overall, we have made the data processing more objective
ut have also identified potential improvements in this regard. The
olistic approach ensures all airborne data and prior independent in-
ormation are consistent with common conductivity and calibration
odels. Because it is an all-at-once approach, multistage error prop-

gation is avoided. In this way, we have been able to extract more
alue from the airborne data by capitalizing on both the interfre-
uency and spatial-coherency information that is contained in an air-
orne data set but are not conventionally utilized.

Synthetic tests have shown that it is possible to accurately recover
onductivity and calibration model parameters. The application to
eal survey data has shown that the holistic approach has produced
uperior inversion models. This is demonstrated by coherent and ar-
ifact-free maps in plan and section form, the spatial noncorrelation
f inversion residuals, and lower overall misfit. Although conven-
ional sequential approaches are convenient and computationally
ess challenging to implement than the holistic approach, the exam-
le shows that the holistic approach is tractable. It may in fact pro-
ide cost savings because it avoids the iterative, time-consuming
alibration-processing-recalibration paradigm. Because we were
ble to obtain superior results without specific use of high-altitude
ero-level observations, our results also suggest that further cost
avings can be achieved by eliminating these procedures from sur-
eys. Applications of the holistic approach to other geophysical
ethods are also highlighted.
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